New Stan Kenton Band Features Dance Appeal

With the recent announcement by the student Council of the signing of Stan Kenton for the All-Tex Formal comes the news of a new feature that is planned for this year's event. This feature is one of the most exciting and unusual that has ever been featured at a college dance, as Kenton is planning to bring his famous dance band to Lowell.

Stan Kenton has announced that his band will be featured at the All-Tex Formal, which is scheduled for October 26th. The band will be performing a variety of music, including jazz, swing, and rhythm and blues, and will be augmented by a dance group that will perform with the band.

Kenton's band is known for its dynamic performances and its ability to create a fun and lively atmosphere. The dance group will be led by one of the top dance instructors in the country, and will be designed to give the guests at the All-Tex Formal an unforgettable experience.

The event is expected to be a huge hit, and tickets are already selling quickly. The student Council is making every effort to ensure that the event is a success, and is encouraging all students to purchase their tickets as soon as possible.

One of the highlights of the event will be the opportunity to dance with the band, and the student Council is working hard to make sure that this is a possibility. The band will be performing a variety of dance numbers, and guests will be able to participate in a variety of dance styles, including swing, salsa, and mambo.

The All-Tex Formal is sure to be a night to remember, and with Stan Kenton's band featured, it is sure to be a night that will be talked about for years to come. Make sure to purchase your tickets now, and get ready for a night of fun and excitement!
Meet Your Student Council

DOUGLAS GRADY

Treasurer

Have you missed anything new taking place at school recently? Have you been wondering what these changes mean for the future of our school?

Treasurer Douglas Grady is here to clear up some of those worries. He's been involved in the planning and implementation of the new initiatives at our school. He's also been attending meetings to discuss the implications of these changes.

In his role as Treasurer, Douglas has been working closely with the Finance Committee to ensure that our school's budget is sustainable and that our resources are being used efficiently. He's been involved in the decision-making process for new projects and initiatives, and he's been advocating for the needs of our student body.

Douglas is committed to making our school a better place for everyone. He's been working with the student council to ensure that the voices of our students are heard and that their needs are being met.

If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to reach out to Douglas. He's always ready to listen and to help.

---

Editorial

Hopping on a gravy bandwagon is probably one of the first normal reactions to any news. But it is that is what many people and organizations are doing, and there will be little or no discussion about the possibilities resulting gravy in the form of coarse accomplishments and improvements. The inference should be plain that when an article is written in the organizations that have survived the success of so many of their members, who are members in name only, and then merely to enhance a job application form.

The proportion of people whose attitudes are completely unaffected by their environment, is small. Most people are affected by the values and beliefs of the people around them, or they are affected by the values and beliefs of the people they admire. Perhaps these people should be applauded for even attempting to change for publication on the basis of origin.
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ENGINEERING SOCIETY

The Engineering Society is very happy to have received cash donations from Ernie's Fish Market, the new sponsor for the current school year. We plan to give cash membership to the next year's officers. Due credits must be given to the seven donors who supported us:

1. Ernie's Fish Market
2. L.T.L.
3. General Charles
4. Goodwin
5. Printed Textiles
6. The Twins
7. L.T.L.

There are, however, still many opportunities for support. The Engineering Society is always looking for the opportunity to do so at a next meeting. We will certainly be furnishing new lighting.

The 'Pazazz' is chipping up for the big day, Oct. 24. As we can see in the pictures, Goodwin does maintain a great deal of credit for the effort and time they have put into making it the success we know it is going to be.

A. A. C. T.

A. A. T. C. was honored last Friday, Oct. 12, to host the Northern New England Regional Conference of Textile Chemists and Colorists at their first meeting of the season.

The plan included a very interesting program, including a lecture, "Testing Techniques in Relation to Shoe Promotion," by three members of the Westwood Laver, the Laboratory Supervisor, and four other members. Mr. Lewis was assigned as chairman. He was assisted by a panel of experts including:

Mr. John Dalton, Pacific Mills, New Haven; Mr. Arthur F. Galagher, Head of Business for the Alexander Harris; Mr. Henry Woolsey, General Dynamite Corp.

Dr. H. Shinkle, Prof. Charles A. Henshaw, Chairman of the Research Department, was present at this meeting.

Dinner was served at 6:15 at the L.T.L. cafeteria and included a choice of main courses and a choice of deserts.

A. C. M. F. Mr. Henry Milhous, at the Calco Division of the American Cyanamid Co., spoke on the subject, "Calco Fort Dyes — Their Properties and Applications."

The Research Advisory Board of the AATCC, here in the institute, was in charge of food inspection during the session.

Do not forget our next meeting on Wed. Oct. 21. Approved plans for officers and editors will be given to the remaining members.

In addition, all members, are cordially invited to attend this meeting.

SWIM CLUB

Candidates for membership at L.T.L. will be able to use the facilities of a pool opened to them by the Swim Club of the new season which has now received full recognition, are joining the L.T.L. Swim Club, whose members are the Laboratory's first group. Membership is open to all students, swimmers or not.

The objectives of the club are: (1) to enjoy swimming as a recreation; (2) to encourage the maintaining of a suitable swimming skill; (3) to build a team vacation for the institute's officers in our own city (4), and to demonstrate that the team is worthwhile as a social and athletic group.

The first and second objectives of the club are most important. Students who want to learn how to swim or to swim better now have a chance to be trained. A course in water safety will be given to all members of the club. A summer may save years or centuries of American lives.

Let's all get in the SWIM just for the H-bomb 121 it. Swimming and water sports are the most enjoyable activities that everyone should and can enjoy.

See you at the All-Tex Formal.

DELTA KAPPA PHI

The annual dinner given by D. K. P. on October 13, was attended by all members present at the meeting. The roof mirrors of the ball was an ideal setting for the evening entertainment, so well decorated and having a color in the shade of the roomarons, with excellent facilities for the art of dining. There were more than 200 diners present. Due credits are due to the seven members who supported the dinner.

Greatly. They did a fine job in proving the reputation of the club. Members especially P. D. L. as we have come to the dinner are a group of friends from G. P. L. and are rather housed away, with the winning of the milks drinking contest (through a little of course). Such incoherently exerted demonstration, and we hope it sets an example for the other fraternities severely lacking in facing things.

Just another word in regard to facing B. A. T. C. is a combination of fraternities, from the All-Tex Formal,摩擦 student and alumni interests. There is no more prominent factor in the activities of our fraternity, whose cooperation and support must be asked of every member. We would like to thank you for your attendance. In the eyes of B. A. T. C. there is no such fraternity competition, our strong bowling teams proved it.

The third and last word is for the tie pins — that's really coming through in the catch since we were in charge of the dinner last year. The date cards that pulled the gate out of the place, the case of the Lees, Nick Kachobakos, Gerry Petch and Alexander Menage, which is interested in this, the rushing of future catches, and is in conjunction downtown Del警示a Phi will be the place in charge of the dinner, and is it is sincerely hoped that those who attend willforward them the enthusiasm by making use of the invitations.

The place of the dinner will be held at the D.K. LODGE on Thursday street—see you there then on Saturday.

1951 PICKOUT STAFF

Editor-in-Chief, Ted McVicker, Chas. H. Goodwin Editor, Harvey R. Haskel Associate Editors, Herman K. Alonso, W. S. H. H. Akers, S. D. S. W. H. Assistant Editor, Robert H. Prewise, D. W. W. H. Associate Business Manager, Charles Gourley Sales Secretary, Business Managers William Lynch and Parker Loughmish Sales and Circulation Manager, Harvey R. Haskel Literary Editor, Miriam Hopper, Photography Editor, Stanley Shelby Art Editor, Ed. C. Patrick, Layout Editor, Harvey R. Haskel, Secretaries, Lois Johnson, Martha Pajewski, Secretaries, Carrie Johnson, Frances Icenhower Photography was contributed by Stanley Shelby.

The photograph contract was arranged through Gallery of Lowell.

There will be a $20.00 initial payment to camera to be credited to personal payment.

See you at the All-Tex Formal.

THE VARIETY CLUB

The Variety Club had its first meeting. Officers were elected and meetings were scheduled for the near future. This action will take place on Wednesday, October 24.

A group of members who were three discussed a fourth member who was going to be elected to the board. On the other hand, the executive committee made this indication is seen as the Variety Club and faculty Variety Club would work toward hand in hand. This is an excellent idea, as we are just beginning to meet the people. We are thinking of the things being in as quickly as possible and choosing the people who are going to come up with all the faults.

The Variety Club is asking for assistance from any student who is willing to give up a few spare hours of his time to edit some pub-

All variety letters — it is imper-

The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, October 24. We have family getting administrative assistance from the Variety Club. Help improve the administrative standing here at Lowell Textile.

FILM CLASSICS

The Film Classic Group is now being featured in the historically great, but also the unimportant. Many students have been full pre-

The next film classic evening will be taken place on Nov. 28 when the film will be shown about film ever made, will be shown.

BOOSTER SQAD

A Booster Squad was organized on December 31st, 1943. All students were invited to join the Booster Squad.

The Booster Squad is the cheer leader for all school athletic activities. Final plans have been completed on the Booster Squad. The Squads have officers for every sport.

An organized group of students to cheer, and all students are invited to join.

The Booster Squad performs at all athletic functions of the institute.

The Booster Squad is put in charge of boosting all these functions with the aim of pro-

The Booster Squad is char-Jes. Senior, a man who has done much boost for the school.
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**SPORTSMAN**

By GERALD BARRY

The administration of most colleges band together in their efforts to encourage athletic excellence and to stimulate their schools. Providing athletics for the students is the function of coaches, scholarships offered, and, essentially, no outstanding athletes, are at least the most important factor in considering athletic attendance at these schools. In these big business institutions, procedure are not halted at this step. After they have had their coaches on their campus, an effort is made to arrange class hours so that the athletes will not be too hard pressed to find time for practice. Special classes are given for those who need it and good jobs are found for those who have to work their way through school. This latter benefit has created quite a remit in inter-collegiate circles, for some colleges were charged with selling their athletics by paying their athletes for playing football. These colleges defended themselves by saying that these payments were for the few as a result of "saying that the students of athletics, who are "saying that the students who are well paid when they are not." Consequently, inter-collegiate athletics have grown to such an extent that it is almost impossible to separate the regular student athlete from the one who is paid for his services. The point of this introductory paragraph is to show what extremes some colleges have gone in regards to their football teams. The reason is obvious. Successful athletic teams will reflect best publicity for their schools. Now, let us consider what could be done here at Tefts to improve the rather dismal situation for a prospective athlete.

***Tefts Football 40***

**By JOHN W. BOWLES**

The football season opened to the Tefts fan last Saturday.

The Territorial football team fielded a sizable crowd, playing to their hearts' content. Many of the students present were vocal, cheering and encouraging the players throughout the game.

The game was played in ideal weather conditions, with a light wind from the north.

The Territorial team scored two touchdowns and two field goals.

The winning team was led by a dynamic quarterback, who displayed exceptional skill and leadership.

The defense was solid, with several key players standing out, including the star defensive end, who consistently disrupted the opposing team's offense.

The game concluded with the Territorial team winning by a score of 42-14.

The fans were ecstatic, and the players were elated, with the victory boosting team morale and confidence for upcoming games.

**Soccer Team Beats Bradford, 4-0**

The Territorial soccer team emerged victorious from their match against Bradford, winning by a score of 4-0. The team displayed excellent teamwork and strategy throughout the game, leading to a decisive win.

**Roger Murphy Chooses Captain**

Roget Murphy, the captain of this year's baseball team, was elected by his teammates to lead the club, carrying on one of the favorite forms of recreation. Sports are not considered a team sport at all, and only a few students in attendance are present. Murphy is a member of many other inter-collegiate clubs, and he is also a member of the Territorial team. He is a strong leader and is respected by his teammates.

**Paris, Murphy Run Wild Oct. 14**

The three longest and coldest waves in the history of the Tefts football team were faced by the Territorial team last Saturday. The team was led by Captain Roger Murphy, and they emerged victorious against Bradford, winning by a score of 27-14.

**Refusal...Add Zeal To The Hour**

**By HARLEY HAMPTON**

The Tefts football team refused to accept the challenge of a tough opponent, displaying their refusal to bend in the face of adversity. Their determination and perseverance were evident throughout the game, as they continued to play with vigor and intensity.

**Duffields' Barber Shop**

**Near the School**

We Can Help You To Relax

94 Textile Ave.

**LIT SWAPS NEWFOUNDLAND; LOSES IN ZUK**

**Coach Morgan Lands Spirit**

Speaking for himself and the team as a whole, Coach Morgan would like to thank the students and faculty members for their support and encouragement. He also thanks the faculty members for their wonderful support given throughout the season.

He states that he has never seen so much spirit as this has been witnessed all season. He has been surrounded by the support and encouragement of everyone on and off the field, and he is grateful for the help he has received.

**Soccer Team**

**Beats Bradford, 4-0**

The Territorial soccer team emerged victorious from their match against Bradford, winning by a score of 4-0. The team displayed excellent teamwork and strategy throughout the game, leading to a decisive win.
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Roget Murphy, the captain of this year's baseball team, was elected by his teammates to lead the club, carrying on one of the favorite forms of recreation. Sports are not considered a team sport at all, and only a few students in attendance are present. Murphy is a member of many other inter-collegiate clubs, and he is also a member of the Territorial team. He is a strong leader and is respected by his teammates.

**Paris, Murphy Run Wild Oct. 14**

The three longest and coldest waves in the history of the Tefts football team were faced by the Territorial team last Saturday. The team was led by Captain Roger Murphy, and they emerged victorious against Bradford, winning by a score of 27-14.
Stan Kenton
Engaged For All-Textile Formal

Stan the man is coming to town (if you may borrow the phrase from Rod Serling) only this time it is not the man of baseball fame. You, Stan Kenton will appear at your formal to play exclusively for your dancing. And be prepared to play for your dancing too! You see, Stan has two orchestras, the main one is comprised of 18 pieces which features his modern instrumental style of music andAdrienne’s to give concerts intermittently throughout the country between February and April. The other one we have chosen is our own, his 20 piece dance band, providing smooth and sophisticated dancing during the fall and early winter at social functions such as your own formal. So you see, a combination of dancing and a minimization of “that hapless to “Peasant" Vendor" and the like, is the way for the occasion.

And more about the formal

The various halls for the different occasions have been reserved and are to be used by the executive committee of the Student Council. The Student Council has decided to like the All-Textile Formal at the school gymnasium. The formal will be held on Saturday afternoon, March 30.

Poop from the Coop...

For Your Study Desk:
L.T.I. DESK PADS and BLOCKS
Matching ASHTRAYS

The Coop

How to DESIZE with complete
SAFE-7

With complete摧毁

EXSIZE-

Exsis-T is harmless to the shortest and most delicate fibres. Not a chemical - but a liquid enzyme consisting of a neutral p.H. and now sold by many of the largest department stores. Exsis-T is effective, economical and safe. You need only one bottle.

Be sure! always DESIZE with EXSIZE-

Carefully lay your suit on a cloth-covered pillow on a clean table. Hold the bottle over the fabric and squeeze the contents into the garment. Work to a depth of one inch. Let stand 5 minutes. Wash the same as usual in cold or warm water. Blot dry with a soft towel. Iron immediately. If you do not have Exsize, your tailor or dry cleaners can buy it for you.

See you at the All-Textile Formal.
Bows and Arrows

Next year, as we all know, you will be entering the University of Connecticut, and in the fall you will have the opportunity to become acquainted with the women's social activities. The sorority life at the University of Connecticut is one of the most active and enjoyable aspects of college life. The sorority system provides a variety of social, academic, and community service opportunities for its members. The sorority house is often the center of social activities, and it is a place where you can meet new people and make lifelong friendships. The sorority also sponsors events and activities throughout the year, such as parties, dances, and philanthropic events. You will have the opportunity to participate in these activities and contribute to the community in meaningful ways.

Faculty Athletic

The University of Connecticut offers a wide range of athletic opportunities for both men and women. The athletic department is well-respected and offers many sports, including football, basketball, soccer, and track and field. You will have the opportunity to participate in intramural or club sports, as well as varsity teams. The athletic department also offers a variety of fitness classes and programs to help you stay healthy and active.

School Spirit

University of Connecticut is known for its strong school spirit. The university has a vibrant student life, with many clubs, organizations, and events to get involved in. The university also offers a variety of social and cultural activities, such as concerts, lectures, and performances. You will have the opportunity to participate in these activities and contribute to the university community in meaningful ways.

Lowell Textile Institute

The Lowell Textile Institute offers a wide range of courses in chemistry, textile engineering, and related fields. The institute provides state-of-the-art facilities and equipment to support research and student learning. The institute also offers a variety of opportunities for students to gain practical experience through internships and other professional development activities.

Leather Engineering and Paper Engineering

The Lowell Textile Institute offers courses in leather engineering and paper engineering. These courses provide students with the knowledge and skills needed to pursue careers in these fields. The program provides a strong foundation in the principles of these industries, as well as practical experience through internships and other professional development activities.

Chesterfield

Chesterfield is a leading seller in America's colleges. Chesterfield cigarettes are known for their high-quality, hand-rolled tobacco. Chesterfield offers a variety of flavors and types, including full-bodied, mild, and smooth. Chesterfield is a popular choice among college students and is known for its consistent quality and satisfying taste.

Compare Chesterfield with any other cigarette!
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